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THANK-YOU for Attending the
Annual Member Appreciation BBQ

The Luseland Credit Union Member Appreciation Barbeque was
held on Tuesday, June 12. The BBQ was held indoors due to the
gale force winds that day and it was a great success. Proceeds
from the barbeque totaling $1,178.00 were donated to the new
Swimming Pool. Congratulations to the winners of the door
prizes, Henry Knorr, Greg Scheidt, Marianne Delhommeau, and
Richard Wagner. Prairie Petals Greenhouse donated a beautiful planter arrangement to be raffled with the proceeds
also going to the new Swimming Pool. The winner of the
arrangement was Lorie Fischer with a total of
$307.00 raised. Thank you to Clarence Obrigewitch
for cooking the burgers for us on his Traeger BBQ. Thank you to all who came out
and supported the Annual BBQ!
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Lock ‘N’ Block
Our banking world is one of convenience,
where many transactions are processed
using debit cards. While this may eliminate
the need to carry cash, it also increases the risk of fraudulent
activity. With Lock ‘N’ Block you can change the use of your debit
cards at anytime, anywhere.
You can:
 Lock or unlock your debit card completely
 Block or unblock your debit card for purchases and refunds
 Block and unblock your debit card for ATM transactions
 Block and unblock international transactions—highly
 recommended
 Have peace of mind knowing that you have greater control of
your debit cards

Reset PAC and Challenge Questions
Every once in a while it seems that our memory
plays tricks on us and we forget one of those
important facts that we have used as our security question for our online banking and you become locked
out. We now have a secure solution to a memory lapse! If you
have forgotten your PAC (password) or an answer to a security
question, you must first visit the MemberDirect site on a computer to access the reset feature. MemberDirect will prompt
you to complete further personal information. Once you have
correctly completed all the personal ID questions you will then
be allowed to reset your PAC or Challenge Questions and it will
be business as usual.
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PERSONAL
FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT
The how to guide:
Track your finances with safety and security
 Track spending, from monthly necessities to daily indulgences
 It’s safe and secure because it’s all within your online banking environment that you already know and trust
 Your banking information stays with us
Create a budget that works for you



It’s easy to create a budget that helps you achieve your goals
We’ll start you off in the right direction with a budget based on your
last five months of transactions

Transactions are categorized automatically
 Your last five months of transactions are automatically categorized
 New transactions are automatically categorized and updated daily
 Automatic categorization saves you time (and makes it so easy to
use)
 You can easily rename categories or create sub categories
 Create account groups so that transaction history and spending
analysis for related accounts can be viewed together
 Customers can change and/or exclude transaction categorization
from their spending analysis
See your full financial picture
 Add other financial information such as cars, home, loans, investments and credit balances to get your full financial picture
 Link to outside accounts: bring transactions from thousands of
financial institutions across North America including banks, mortgage lenders, credit unions and trading platforms into one place.
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CONGRATULATIONS
2018 Grads
In June, General Manager, Adam Franko and Loans Officer,
Angela Reiter met with the graduation class of 2018 at the
Luseland School to congratulate them on completing their
high school. They presented each graduate with an engraved
portfolio and wish them well in all their future endeavors.

Congratulations to the 2018 grads:
Cory Baier, Kalin Bartsch, Laynie Bazylinski,
Matthew Cooke, Mackenzie DeSchryver, Chase
Frenette, Denis Goncear-Glusco, Callyn Hansen,
Ryan Koenig, Annika Kohlman, Adam Magnus,
Brooke Nielson, Jaclyn Patton, Veronica Ross,
Zoe Sadler, Damian Siewert, Kyrylo Tarnarutsky,
and Jaydon Woodward.

Country Blocks on your Debit Card
Travelling out of Canada? Everyone who travels needs to be
aware of country blocks on your debit card! Due to the increased
instances of debit card fraud, card transactions may be blocked
in certain countries, including certain states in the US. Please
notify us of any out of country travel plans, particularly if you are
travelling to the US. We will make every effort to ensure you
have no debit card issues while on you are travelling. Contact
LCU at 306-372-4444 or luselandcufrontline@luselandcu.com
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